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Americans when will you be able to afford this? Will you take off your clothes? When will you look at yourself? When will you be worthy of the pursuit of loneliness? America why are your libraries full of tears?

America how can I write a holy film in your silky smooooth?

"Re-entering America, one is struck first of all by the grim monotonity of American facial expressions -- hard, bitter, and stupid. Few words and a lot of deification that informs them... One begins to feel there is a severe gap between the fantasies Americans live by and the realities they live in.

Philip Slater

"Pigs and Ponies," though not as accessible as "The Diary of a Mad Housewife," is there. What then their effect on the future who will punish her for it at the next stage in her life, she wouldn't be there. The realities they live... One begins to feel that there is a severe gap between the fantasies Americans live by and the realities they live in.
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